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Quick Quotes
Congressman Slams Democratic Colleagues for Impeaching
Outgoing President Trump

Tom McClintock
Flickr/FreddThompson
“Every movement has a lunatic fringe. Suppressing free speech is not the answer; holding rioters
accountable for their actions is the answer…. I cannot think of a more petty, vindictive and gratuitous
act than to impeach an already defeated president a week before he is to leave office.”

California GOP Congressman Tom McClintock claims that Trump merely delivered a typically partisan
speech to followers on January 6 that did not contain incitement to riot and was not an impeachable
offense.

China’s Communist Leaders Have an Effective Way to Stifle
Dissent
“Chinese cities enforce a residential system…. By shutting the gates, you can lock in tens of thousands
of people. Now, wherever they run into problems from the people, they are sure to apply this method.
That would be impossible in Western countries.”

A former newspaper editor in China, Chen Min pointed to the lockdown of Wuhan last year as an
example of forcibly controlling people in place.

Maybe Obama Should Also Be Impeached
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Lindsey Graham
GageSkidmore
“Should we impeach Barack Obama because, for 24 hours, he never lifted a finger to help those people
under seige in Bengazi? Where does this stop?”

If impeaching Donald Trump after he left office can be justified, Senator Lindsey Graham (R-S.C.)
wonders where the process would not be employed.

NRA’s Bankruptcy Declaration Doesn’t Mean the Pro-gun
Organization Is Broke
“It has nothing to do with the NRA’s financial posture which is very strong. It is simply a legal vehicle to
use the protection of federal laws to escape the abuse by the New York authorities.”

As explained by former Georgia Congressman Bob Barr, the NRA is using the bankruptcy declaration
as a “legal vehicle to move its venue out of New York into a state [Texas] that is not abusive toward the
NRA.” 

Canada’s Alberta Province Will Suffer Due to Biden’s
Canceling of the Keystone Pipeline
“This is a gut punch for the Canadian and Alberta economies. It is an insult directed at the US’s most
important ally and trading partner on Day One of a new administration.”

Alberta Premier Jason Kenney angrily condemned President Biden’s cancellation of the pipeline
project whose completion would boost the economies of both his province and Canada itself. The
partially built Keystone project was designed to carry Canadian crude oil to Nebraska, where it would
be transferred to already built lines that carry oil to U.S. refineries on the Gulf of Mexico.

CNN Anchor Hurls Huge Insult at Americans Who Voted for
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Trump
“If you voted for Trump, you voted for the person who the Klan supported. You voted for the person who
Nazis support.”

During questioning by fellow CNN anchor Chris Cuomo, Don Lemon doubled down on his smear of all
Americans who voted for Trump.

Mexico’s President Tells Biden He Will Miss Trump

Andrés Manuel López Obrador
Flickr/TheWhiteHouseArchived
“I must mention that we do have a very good relationship with the now president of your country, Mr.
Donald Trump. Regardless of any other consideration, he respects our sovereignty.”

One of the last foreign leaders to congratulate Joe Biden on his victory, Mexican President Andrés
Manuel López Obrador took the occasion of a telephone call to America’s new president to express
his wish to have little interference from the United States in matters dealing with his country.
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Subscribe to the New American
Get exclusive digital access to the most informative,

non-partisan truthful news source for patriotic Americans!

Discover a refreshing blend of time-honored values, principles and insightful
perspectives within the pages of "The New American" magazine. Delve into a

world where tradition is the foundation, and exploration knows no bounds.

From politics and finance to foreign affairs, environment, culture,
and technology, we bring you an unparalleled array of topics that matter most.

Subscribe

What's Included?
24 Issues Per Year
Optional Print Edition
Digital Edition Access
Exclusive Subscriber Content
Audio provided for all articles
Unlimited access to past issues
Coming Soon! Ad FREE
60-Day money back guarantee!
Cancel anytime.
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